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Abstract: Tlhe probleniqf'knowle4gecfiscoyering
in the fonuqf'niies
.fhonidatabaseswith
ineomplete in.formation is studiedl
At Yinst,
the nile extraction
.fiom clatabases without
inconrpleteness is surveyed
accoiding
to the rough sets theor)z 77ien,dotabases veith
inconrpleteitllbrmationand the rule extnrctionfivnt
these databasesare o"tlined.
Pva briefly
suivay

ourprevious

and cmply
the reai

iesearch,

Tlieinrplementedprogrctms

and

veay a tool,for exrtracting ntlesfioin

keJ,wortts:
Rule extraction,

someprograms
ntle
of'the
ane shown,
oftheseprogranis

itforrealining

extraction.

too. In this
ineonrpleteinjbrniationispmposed.

execution

dotabaseswith

lhcoiuplete
itlfoimation,
Database,Data clependenc};

Rotrghsets,

7bol.

1. Introduction
Databaseswith incompleteinfbrrnation
were proThis iswell known as a
posed by Lipskiin 1981 [1,2].
framework to handle the uncertain information
in relationaldatabases.
in usual relational databases,
thereisan
attribute value for every object (or
a primary key) and
every

may

[3].However

attribute

be

in Lipski'sdatabase, there

a set of attribute values

for somc

objects

and

attributesis interpreted
as
that the actual value exists in thisset, but itis not known
some

attributes.

This set

forthe lackof information
Codd'sdatabasewith null
[1].
[4]isa specialcase of Lipski'sdatabase,since the
value

shows

the

aquadruplet

I]YS
A7; {Z4La iaEAT},,1),
OB is a finiteset whose elements
objects, AT is a finite
set whose
elements
attributes, VC4La(aEAT)is a finite
set whose
-(OB,

where

are

called

of

value
null

2. Basic Concepts in Reugh SetsTheory
Every DIS (Deterministic
Jnjroi7nation
Srstem)
l7]is

whole

Ljpskimainly

attribute

value

domain.

,f}()BXA7L>

attribute

vahies,

UaP:4La. The

are

called

are cal]ed
elements

andfis

such

a

mapping

mapping

fis

called a

as
ctas-

sij7cation,fitnetion.

we

Forx, y(xly) E QB, ifju,a)=fb,,a)
forevery aEAIL
there is a relatien forx and y, which becomes an

see

equivalence

relation

over

OB.

Every

element

of

an

discussedthe modal question-answering
equivalence
relation is called an eguivalence
class,
and
and the axiomatic
system
for this question-answerimg.
denotes
an equivalence class with object x. For every
[x]
in thispaper, the rule extiaction
from databases
equivalence
class, eitherlx]=[y]
or lx]A[y]={}
holds.
with
incomplete information is studied. The motivation
Cos
Furtihermore,
U..oB[x]
holds.
If
a
set
X
is
of this research
isdue to therecent wotks on the KDD
the
union
of
some
equivalence
classes,
X
is
we
say
TheTe are
(KnowledgeDiscovery and Data Mining) [5].
definable
in
MS.
Otherwise,
we
say
Xis
rongh.
several
works
on the KDD
frornvery largedatabases [6],
Let's consider
twe sets COIV'CAT which
is called
buttheknowledge diseoveryfrom theuncertain infoTmation will alsobe an impertantwork. The rule extraction
condition
attributes
and DECCAT
which
is called deeifrom databaseswith incompleteinformation
is a framesion
attributes.
We say ebjects x and y are eonsislent, if
wotk
forthe new variation of KDD.
fbr every aECON
then f(x,a)=fo,a)
for
j(x,a):=fb,,a)
Here, we remark thatwe dealwith non-numerical
every
aEDEC.
Ifevery two objects are consistent each
data, and we do not apply
the fuzzy analysis, the
other in a blS we say DJS isconsistent
forCON and
statistical
analysis
nof
the multivariate
analysis.
VVe
DEC. We may say there isa strict dependencybetween
mainly depend upon
thedatadependency.This is a way
CQIV and DEC.
=os

of rough

sets

analysis

[7,8],

Tobata, Kitakyushu 804, Japan

Phene and Fax:+81-93-884-3258
sakai@comp.kyutech.acjp

3. RuleExtractionbasedonDependency
IfaDIS isconsistent forCon and DEC]; every tuple
to COIV and DEC
is a rule [7,8].
Namely for a
fixedDEC in a Dl7S,such CQiV as DIS isconsistent for

restricted
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COIV and DEC isobtained

first.
Tl)en,
tuples

at

resnicted

COIV and DEC are extracted, They are rules from this
LVS. This is the simplest case ofthe rule extractien based
to

on a

dcpendency.
Les's consider two equivalence

relations eqi and eq?

OB. egiCeq2
denotesthatthereexists such MEeq2
as LCM
forevery LEeqi. Here, an importantpropositionconnecting
thedependencies
in DISs with equivalence relations over OB isshown.
over

Preposition1 [71.For
an equivalence

relation

be

eg(DEC)

attributes.

an

DIS; suppose

any

forthe condition

equivalence

In thiscase,

relation

the fo11owing

eq(CO)V)
attributes

be
and

for the decision

(I)and

(2)are

eguivalent.

(1)77iereisa shJict `lepenctency
(2)eq(COAI) C e4(DEO.

betweenCON

and

DEC.

Ifthere isnet any strict dependency between CON
PEC, a set POScorv(DEq= U {LEeq(COIV)
1there is
such MEeq(DEC)
as LCM}
is applied to charactcrizc
the dependency. This isa set of all consistent objects for
CON and DEq and itiscalled (CONLlpositive
region
of
DEC. The ratio iPOScoN(DEC)ifl(]BPs
called the de6onee
ofdepen`fencybetween CON and DEC. intuitivelMthe
highdegree of dependency impliesthere exist rnany
rules between CON and DEC.
and

Example 1. Let's consider blSiin Table1.
[Rtble1.A [[libleforDISi

OBcolorshaesize
1redsuaresmall

Like this,rules are extractcd by using the dependency in a DIS. For m]merical
data,thereare some other
ways of data analysis. However in DISi. there do not
exist any numerical
data,In such data,some ways of
numerical
dataanalysis are not applicable.
We depend
upon the way by a datadependency,narnely
theway of
rough sets theory.

4. DatabaseswithIncompleteInformation
There may be some frameworksfordatabases with
incompleteinformation,
so we clarify our framewerk in
thisscction. We identify
the fo11owing
IVbn-cleterministic
1njrormationS),stent
with
a
database
with
incom(AUS
information.
Every
NIS
is
also
a
plete
quadruplet
IWS'(OB, A7; {PC4LalaEA7},
g),
where
as g:OB × ATL>P( UaVALa)
g is such a mapping
For every set MEP( UaPC4La),M is
(Powerset) [1,2],
interpreted
as thatthereexists an actual value in this set
but it is not known forthe lack of infbrrnation.
If the
actual value isnot known at all, g(x,a) isequal to PC4La.
A IVISisscen as a DLS with incomplete information.
Orlowska and Pawlak discussedthe logical
formalism forrepresenting
incomplete knowledge in AUSs [7,8],
They proposedlogicALIL by using medal operators like

[*]and

5.An Example
An example

and

{1,2,3,4}-{1,3}U{2,
{1,2,3} is
size},
eg({shape,
{shape,
set

rough.

For

an

attTibute

set

and

the preblem in

2. Let'sconsider next NISi,where VALA]={O,1,
2}, P:4LB-{O,1,2,3},
VALcF!POdLD!-{O,1,2,3,4,5}.
Random
number
programsare applied forproducing thistable. In
such

4} isdefinable fortheattrilrate eolor, buta set

Seme Remarks

is shown,

Example

three attributes. in Table 1,

A

eg({color})={{1,3},{2,4}},

and

of AUS
thispaperisclarified.

2bluesuareIae
3redsuarestnall
4hlueroundmediunt
There are fourobjects

<*>.

a

table,

how do

we

deal with

the rule extraction?

Tlible2. A fab}eforNISi

OBA
1
2
3
4O,l,2

o
o
2

B

C

2,3

5
4

O,1,3
3
3
O,1
1
o

5
1

D
3
5
O,45
1
o
4
2
4
4

Thereforeinthiscase, both {1,2,
5
1
5
3.4}and {1,2,3}
are definable.
Let's discussthc depen6
2
3,5
dency.For COIV'{shape,size} and onCi{color}, {1,3}
7
1
2
[{1,3},
and
hold.Namely, the
{2}C{2,4}
{4}C{2,4}
8
1
3
1.24'
set POScoN(DEC)
1,2,3,4}tB, and itisknown there
9
o
1
5
exists a snict dependency between {shape,
size} and
102
1
o
1
As for COIV2{shape} and DECL{color}, the
{coior}.
Namely, theattribute siie can't be
positiveregion is{4}.
in this table,thereare threeselections forg(4A)=
reduced
from {shape,
size}.
As for COIVk{size}and
namely
O, 1 and 2. Fer other sets of attribute
{O,1,2},
osC={color}, the positive region is equal to on. The
values,
there are two or three seleetions
of an attribute
degree of dependency between {siee}
and {color}
is 1,
value. Thereforein 1vrSi,648(=2] × 34) DISs can be
therefore
the attribute shape can be reduced
frQm {shupe, derived.
We genera11y call such DISg derivedDISs.17z)m
size}. Finally,
rules
are extracted.
Here, rule(x) denotes
ALrS [fable3 shows
a derivedDIS forattributes
{A,B,C}.
the Tule from ebjectx.
For attributes {A.B,C},
there are 216(=23 × 33) derived
ruleC1 )(=-rule(3)):
[size=ismal4m->EcoloFred],
DJSs inMSi. Accordingto the interpretationof gtx,a),
it
nile(2):Isiie=large]->[coloFblue],
isknown thereis a derivedDIS with actual information,
rule(4):[size=.medittmlT>[eoloic=bhie].
hntitisnot known.
siie})!t{{1,3},{2},{4}}.

t={
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Table 3. A Tablefora derivedDIS from NISi for
attributes

{A,B,C}

I]complete Information

with

ent with other rules, like
thentle(7), inCASE 2.
2. Local-Censistent
rule: This issuch a rule as thatit

derived DISs
ffppeargein
some

OBABC

with

other

4.

Local-Inconsistent

iTappe51's
in some

71o2
8131

with

CASE

9o15
102]o

discussthreecases

of

the rule extraction in

Table2.
DEC-{D}.
36(-22 32)derivedDLSs.As for

1) Suppose COIVL-{B}

In this case, there are

and

×

the object 1,thereare two rules,

appeafs in 18 derivedblSs and itisalways
in 18 derivedDISs.On thecontrarM ntle(])2
in other 18 derivedDISs. But thentle(1)2 is
always inconsistent
with the rule(4). Furthermore,
the
nule(9)
and
the rule(10)
appear
in al1 derived DlrSs,and
theyarz always inconsistent.
NamelM every dcrivedDLY
is inconsistent
for COAle'{B}and DEC-{D}, and there
exists ne strict dependencyinany derivedDISs.
(CASE2) Suppose CO?V!{A, B, C} and DllC'={D}.
in this case, there are 648(=2]× 3`)derjvedD17Ss.[[he
r!de(1)i

consistent
also appears

rulef1)i and the rule(l)2
are always consistent with any
other rules inall derivcdDLSs, respectively. Rulesonly

This is sucharule

rule:

rules

in every MS.

fivesorts

the

section,

djscussed.
(Issue1) Hbw do we deal with
in every

attributes

therefore
we
rules, we

see such rules

are

certain rules.

theyare possible
rules.
(CASE 3) Suppose COIV!={A, B, D} and DEC{C}.
In this

see

3`) derived DISS and
every derivedDIS is consistent. NamelM any two rules
are
consistent,
This is the most
prefetable case, Like
CASE 2,we see the rule(7), theivle(9) and therule(1O)
are certain rules. For the object 1,we see theiule(1)i and
the nile(1)2 are possible
rules, respectively. Furthermore,
see

case,

there

thenile(1)i

ln CASE

are

or

2, the

648(=23

×

thenile(1)2
almost

rules

certainly
are

holds.

but in

consistent,

CASE

l the almostrules are inconsistent.In CASE 3,
every
rule isconsistent
with
other rules. According to the
discussion,
every rule isdividedte the following
sorts.

issuesrelated

to

the

dependencyamong

MS?

2) Hbw
(Issue

db we get COIV; which cause a high
dqgreeofthedependencyforfixedDEC?
3) Ilbw clo we extract rulesfiom
every
IVTS.7
(Issue
As forIssue1, a new datadependency in every AarSis
proposed. As for Issue 2 ar]d Issue 3, sorne usefu1 algorithms are pr[rposed
forthe implementation.

6. Surveys of
Ms
DIS,

section
there exists

surveys
an

our

Researeh
In every
[9,10],

our research

equivalence

apossible

call every

equivaience

e]ement

possibte equivalence

forany set of
ina derived

relation

DLS

other rules,

next

of rules are

rule(8)i:[A-1]A[B-3]A["1].[D-4]

inconsistent.These two rules appear in 72 derived
DISs at the same time. Therefore, 576(648-72) derived
DIS3 are consistent. In thiscase, there exist lessinconsistent blSs,and we
see every tuple isa rule. Especiatly,
the Tule(7), the nilef9) and the iorle(10) appear in all
derived
DJSs, and they are alwaysconsistent with any

the

are rules except

In these sorts, theglobal-consistentrule isthemost pref
erablc, and the global-inconsistent
rule is the worst. In
any DIS, thereare Qnly two sorts of rules, i.e.,
the consistent
rule and the ineonsistent
rule, tmt thereare five

attributes. We call every equivalence

are

that

as

rules.

iwle(4)2:[A-1]AfB-･3]A{C-1]->[D-1],

As forother

that

1.

In thesubsequent

nile(1)2:[B-3]->ID-3].

we

other

sorts ofrules

Jvrle(1)i:[B=2]'.[D=3],

The

as

derivedDLss and itisinconsistent
in
in these DISs, like the nile(1)2

5. globalrule, Localrule: They
above

(CASE

a rule

in

itappeaTs in all derivedDl/Ssand it isincensistent
with
other
rules
in ail derivedMSs, 1iketherule(9)
in CASE l.

6213

we

it is censistent

CASE 1.
3. Global-Inconsistent rule: Thisissuch

1o25
2oo4
3235
4o31
51o5

Now

and

in these DISs, 1ikethe nile(I)i

rules

J?lation

relation

and we
(pe-relation),

in a possibleequivalence
class

relation a

Cpe-class).

As forthedefinabMtyofa set inIWrS,
we rely on the
definition
by Orlowska.Namely a set Xis dofnable in
IVLrS
ifXis definablein some deriyedDJSs.Itimpliesthat
ifwc pick up some appropriate
DISy then theset
derived
isdefinable
inthoseDISs.
The simple way to check the definability
of a set is
to examine
thedefinability
Qf a set foral1derivedblSs.
However, this way will not be suitable forthe NISrwith
laigenumber
of derivedDISs. [Ihe oTder
to check the
definability
ofa set in a DIS depends on IOBI2,
and itis
necessary
to repeat thischeck
forall derivedblSs, The
of a set isin ALP class.
preblem to cheek thedefuability
More effective way forthe simple way isneeded, and
another
way isproposed by tbe next proposition.
Proposition2.For MS = (aB.AZ{Vt4LajaEA7},g)
and
a set XC OB, ifthereexist
subsets
of on, CL],''',
CL,.
satisfying (1)
and (2),
thcnX is defuablein MS. Vice
versa.(1)

1. Global-Consistent
ru]e: Thisissuch a ru]e
Tppears-i
al1derivedDISk and itis always

as

thatit

consist-

UiCL,;J\L
(2){CLi,''',CL.} isa

subset

ofape-relation.
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By findingsubsets of OB, CLi,''',CL.,
we check
the definability
of a set in every IVIS.The followingis
theoverview of an algorithrn forsolving it.

finab]e
inMS.
(2-2)If thereexists

no
CL, backtrack. If there is
branch te backuack, the set Xis not definable.

rithrn

is an

LEM2

sifnilar

algorithms

extension

no

[lheproposingalgo[11].
algorithn

to

informationsystems. in the proit
is
very
dithcult
to realize (CL-1)
and
posing
Some properties
forsolving those problemsare
(CL-2).
in [9,le].
the

suppese

and

eg={{1,3},{2}}

are

derived.

For realizing Algorithm1,at fusta prolog program
isimplcmented,which picks up CL satisfying
conditions
The fbllowing program
(CL-1)and (CL-2).
classO
isthe main program forcheckng
thedefinability
candiciate

of a set.

dassO(MR,X,Y,EQ,Ppre,Pres,Npre,Nres)
:-X==[],EQ=Y,Pres=Ppre,Nres=Npre.

te Grzymala-Busse's

Grzymala-Busse's

of

derived.Let'sconsider

classO(ATR,[XIXI],Y,EQ,Ppre,Pres,Npre,Nres)

This algorithm is
and

are

X*-{}, Pas7!-{Il,(5)],[2,(7)],[3,(5)]},
ALLLST=={I3,(7)]}

not.

J\'=tUand eq=--{}.
(1)
(2)For any element xE!X', findsuch a CL as
xE
a, aCX*,
(CL-1)
U
eq
(CL2) {CL} isa subset ofa pe-relation.
If there exists a CL, [x]=CL.
eg=eqU{[x]}
and
(2-1)
X*==X'L CL. IfJ\'; {},go te (2).
Otherwise,
Xis de-

LEMI

eg={{1},{2,3}}

element
1 EX"={1,2,3},
pe-relation,For thefirst
is selected. Then, X"={2},
a pe-class {1,3}

another

PLrsT!!{fl,(5)1,[3,(5)]},
IYCLLrspa{}
and eq={{1,3}}
are
there are two pe-elasses
derived.Forthe2 EE)r"={2},
{2}
and {2,3},
and {2}isonly applicable
to )if'={2}.
Finally,

Algorithm 1 (9,le].
Input: A IV]/Sand a set XC OB.
Output:Xis definable in MS or

and
(5)j}

:-candidateCMR,[XIXI],CAN,Ppre,Presi,Npre,Nresl),

MinUS([XIXI],CAN,REST),
classO(ATR,REST)[CANIY],EQ,Presl,Pres,Nresl,Nres),

nen-deterministic
algorithm,

Examp]e 3. Let's show

an

the transactionofAlgorithm

example

ofIVTS,

and

simulate

1.

kble 3. A Table fora NIS
OBA152735,7

In thisprogram,

variables

Ee, Pnes

and

IVI'esmanage

the

RLrsT and lVLrsZ respectively.
The fbllowingthree sQlutions show the definability
ofa
set {7,8,9}
forcondition attributes CQIV'={A,B,C}in
Example 2. Thc positive selection shows the tuple of
every
ebject.
For example,
theflrst
solution
shows thatif
we seleet ] from a set g(8,C)={l,2,4} and we do not
se]ect
l fiom a set g(4.4)={0,12}, the set {7,8,9}
is
definablein MS]. The positiveand negative selections
show the conditions forbeingdefinable
inNISs.
subsct ofpe-relations,

?-dass(con,[7,8,9]),
[1]RELA"ON: [[7],[8],[9]]
clearty
two pe-relations
{{1,3},{2}
}
In thistable, the fo11owing internalex{{1},{2,3}}.

In Table3,there are
and

pressions are picked up at first.
i,tf(1,(5),{A})={l},sup(1,(5),{A})-{1,3},
iut(2,(7),{A})-{2},sap(2,(7),{A});={2,3},

i,!f(3,{5),{A})=sup(3,(5),{A})={l,3},
it{f(3,(7),{A})=si{p(3,(7),{A})-{2,3}.
The inj()impliescertain pe-classand the stpO implies
the possible pe-class.
Only such a set X as injOCXC

POSMVE SELECTION
CONDITION OF 7: [1,O,2]
CONDMON
OF 8: [1,3,
1] *

CONDrT'ION OF 9: [e,1,S]
NEGAnVE
SELECIION
*
CONDITION OF 4: [1,3,1]
RELATION:
[2]
[[7],[8],[9]]
POSMVE
SELEcrION

CONDfi-ION OF 7: [1,O,Z]
CONDMON

OF 8:

[1,3,2]
*

CONDITION OF 9: [O,1,5]
NEGrmVE SELECI"ION
[3]RELATION: [[7],[8],[9]]
POSITIVE SELECTION

be a pe-class[10].
The CL inAlgorithrn
1 must
Furthermorein order to manage
the sequence ef sets ([:Li,''',
(]L., two lists
PLIST and
CONDMON
OF 7: [1,O,2]
IVLIST are emplcyed
PLrsT
keeps
selected
tuples
[10].
*
CONDMON
OF 8: [1,3,4]
and NLrsTkeeps rejected tuples. For the first
elernent 1
CONDITION OF 9: [O,1,5]
EX"={1,2,3},
there are two pe-classes
{1}and {l,3}.
NEGAnVE
SELECrlON
For the selection of {1},
X"--{2,3},PLISIi-{[1,(5)}}, EXEC-TIME O.O16(sec)
A(Lrs7!{[3,(5)1}
and eq={{1 }}are derived,
The tuple (5)
fortheobject 3 isrejected forbeingthe pe-class{1}.
For
7.Algorithm 1 and Pere]ations
the first
element
2EX*=={2,3}, thereare two pe-classes
In Algorithm 1,the side effect of thisalgorithn is
However. the pe-class {2}can't be appli{2}and {2,3}.
very usefu1. Ifa set X isdefuiahle,
Algorithm 1 assigns a
cable, Because in thiscase, ?VLLST
{{3,(5)],
[3,(7)]}set ofpe-classes
CL.} to the variablc eq. Here,
{CLi,''',
holds,and it impliesall tuples for the object 3 are
UiCLi'iX'
CL.} is a subset ofa pe-relation.
and {CLT,''',
rejected. For X*=:{2,3},
only pe-class
isapplicable,
{2,3}
If .X;=OB,every pe-relation
satisfies these conditions.
andX-{},
PLLST- {[1,(5)],[2,(7)],[3.(7)]},
NLLST== {[3,
can

strpO

satisfy

this condition.

=

=T-
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ifXi<]B is solved by Algorithm 1, every pere]ation can be obtained as a side effeet. By using this
we
al] pe-relations
over
OB.
are obtaining
property,

NamelM

8. Proposal of a Dependency in Databases
with Incomplete Information
isapplied to
previous research
from databaseswith incomplete
infbrmation,
At first,
a new dependency between CON
and DEC is.
[
proposed 1 01.
In thissection,

the

rule

our

extraction

A proposalof

dependency in every NIS

a

Let's consider a AUS, all derivedDISi,''',DIS.from MS,
the condition
attributes
CON
the decisionattributes
DEC, two threshold values vali and vai2 <OS-val],val2$
1).Ifthe fo11owingconditions Dl and D2 hold, we see
thete exists a cfependenc},
between CON and DEC.

) vali.
(D1)I(numberofderivedconsistentDISs)1m]
The
val2.
mmimal
degree
ofdependency
l
(D2)
In

this

proposal, the

derjvedDISs are

almost

(Dl)

condition

consistent.

The

(D2)

cendition

that the degree of dependency is mQre
than a
threshold value. Suppose CON-{A,B}, INTC={C}, yali
and
val2=O.8
in Example 2. In thiscase, thereare
216(=23× 33) DISs. The condition
(Dl) requires 173
DISs must be consistent in 216 DLSs, and the conditien
degreeof dependency in 2l6
(D2) requires theminimal
requires

=!O.8

Dl/Ssmust be more thanO.8.
This proposal is an extension
of a dependency in
DISs to IVISs.
Aceordingto these criteria,we handlethe
dependency in every AUS. Namely for the condition
attributes CON and decisionattributes DEC with high
degree of dependency,we see the tuplcs restricted to
CON and DEC are rules. We call this rule extraction the
rule extraction
based on the dopendencyinevery MS.
However, to calculate these criterion

values

requires

the degree of dependency in every
derivedDIS. Of
by
course, it is able to get every
degreeefdependency

648 DISs sequentialIM
but thisway is inWe really implementedprograms by another
waM
i.e.,
by using the pe-relationsand Proposition
1.
In NISi, let'sconsider
a case that COIVi{A,B,C}
and
DEC{D}.
There are two kinds of pe-relations
for
CON and threekinds of pe-relations
forDEC. For peexamining

effectiye.

relations

exprogramand producetheinternal
presslons.
for
(Step3) Executea program to obtain all pe-relations
CON and DEC, respectively.
(Step4) Execute a program forchecking the dependency
between CON and DEC. If thereexists a dependency,go to theStep5 else go to the Step1,
(Step5) Execute a programto extract rules.

2) Executea
(Step

IV]rS],
theexecution of every step isshown.
are implemented on a workstation
with
167MHz UltraSparcCPU. Prolog and C languageare
Prolog was necessary
employed
fortheimplemeniatien.
for a search with backtracking,
especially for getting
In the fo11owing
execution, the prompt of
pe-relations.
theprompt efC is`%'.
prolog is
:[hesyntax of the datafileand attribute file
isvery
simple. This isthedatafile
data.pl
in Example 2.
By

using

These programs

`?-',and

object(10,4),

the

requires

Incomplete Information

witb

'''
data(l,[O,[Z,3],5,3]),
data(2,[O,[O,li3],4,5]),
data(9,[O,1,5,4]),data(10,[2,1,O,1]),

This istheattribute fileattrib.pl in Example 2. The 1,2,
3 and 4 in theattribute Me correspond to attributes A, B.
C and D, respectively.
condition([1,2,3]),

decision([4]).
The followingisthe real execution in Step2.
?- step2,
FileName :'data.pl'.
AttributeRle Name:'attrib.pl[
OutputFileName:'data,rsL

EXEC-"ME

O.135(sec)

=

Afterthistranslation,new filedata,rs
is created, which
stores
theintemalexpressions
fordata,pl
and attrib.pl.
?-relall(con).
24
[1][[1],[2],[3],[4,8],[5],[6],[7],[9],[10]]

192
[2][[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9]
POSSIBLECASES
EXEC-TIME
yes?-

=

2t6

O,535

(sec)

in
{{1},{2},{3},{4,8},{5},{6},{7},{9},{10}}
relall(dec).

CON and {{1},{2,3},{4,10},{S},{6,8,9},{7}}
in DEC,
1
[1][[t],[2r3]r[4,10],[S],[6,8,9],[7]]
POScoA<osq-{1}U{2}U{3}U{5}U{6}U{7}U{9}
1
[2][[1],[2],[4,10],[5,3],[6,8,9],[7]]
U

Except objects
{10}={1,2,3,5,6,7,9,1O}.

objects

are consistent

with

each

other.

dependency is O.g==(8fiO).
In thisway,
dependency are calculated by repeating
binations
ef CON and DEC.

4

and

1
[3][[1],[2],[4,10],[5],[6,8,9,3],[7]]

8, other

The degree of
a!1 degrees of
6(t2 X3) com-

9.Total Procedure to Extract Rules
In this

scction,

the tota1 procedure to

presented.The sequence

(Step1) Make

a

consists ofthe

datafileand

extract

rules

fo11ewingsteps.

an attribute

file.

is

POSSIBLECASES
3
EXEC-TIME = O,O14 (sec)

The first
solution ofa query re!all(con) shows thereare
216 derivedDISs and two knds of pe-relations for
condition attributes {A,
B, C}. The 24 derivedblSs have
thesame pe-relation{{1},{2},{3},{4,8},{5},{6},{7
{10}}and the 192 derived DlrSs have the same peTelatian
In
{{l},{2},{3},{4},{5},{6},{7},{8},{9},
with
this execution, two files
are created, i,e.,eqall.con
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pe-relationsforCON and eqal1,dec with pe-relationsfor
DEC. In Step 4, a program for calculating the depen-

dency isexecuted

96 step4CRITERION
!
Number of Derived DISs: 648
Number of DerivedConsistent
DISs: 576
Degree of Consistent
DISs: O.889
CRI"T"ERION 2
MinimalDegreeof Dependency:O.800
MaximalDegreeof Dependency: 1.000
EXEC.nME
O.ZOO(sec)
=

Itis known thatthere are 576 derivedconsistent DISy
the minimal
degree of dependency is O.8. Fof
thresheldvalues vali==O.8 and vah=O.8, thereexists a
dependencybetween {A.B,C}
and
{D}in NISi. NamelM
itisable to discusstherule extraction by thisdependency.
For such CON and DEC, theprogramstep5 isapplied.
and

?- step5,

Rulesftom [A,B,C]
to [D]
=>
[2,3,5]
[O] (1,3) from 3
=>
[1,O,S]
[O] (2,1)ftom 5

local-consistent
local-consistent

islessdependency between {B}and {D} in IWS].The
extracted
rules for COIVE{B} and DEC{D}
are almost
inconsistent
rules.
?- step5.
Rulesftom [B]te [D]

[3] [O] (1,3) from 3
[O] [O] (2,1) from 5

local-inconsistent
1ocal-inconsistent
1ocal-inconsistent
global-inconsistent

=>
=>

[1]
[3]

[O] (2,1) from 5
t) from4
[1]
-;--(1,

[3]

[5] (1,3) from 3

=>

=>

=>

----

EXEC-11ME

=

Iocal-inconsistent

O,O16(sec)

[lhere is a local-consistent
rule(1)t:

from
f2]->[3]

the

1. 0therrule iseither local4nconsistent
or global-

object

mconslstent.

We have shown thereal sequence
of execution.
For
COIV {A,B,C}
and
DEC-i{D},
good crkerion values
existed, and the almost
rules are betterthan the localconsistent. Howcver for COIV!={B}and DEC={D}, twe
criterion values are bad, and the almost
rules are worse
÷

thanlocal-inconsistent.

10.Remarks on the Execution Time
Now
in thissection, we refer to the execution tjme
=>
local-consistent
ffom
Step
2 to Step 4. Feur IVTSsin Table 4 are auto;>
1ocallocal-consistent
matically
nurnber
produced based on the random
(3,1) frorn4
Let's
consider
these
four
NLSs,
COIVle{A,B,C}
program.
1)
from
10
(1,
global-comsistent
and DEC- {D}.
-t-=>
Table 5 shows
the execution time,and the 6-th
1)from 8 1ocal
[1,3,1]
[4]
(3,
--1---column
shows the time by the simple method,
namely
=>
[O,3.4]
[S] (3,1) from 3 local-consistent
(numberQf derivedDLSs)X(execution time to obtain an
=>
[2,3,S]
[S] (1,3) fiDm 3 locaS-consistent
equivalcnce
relation
in a derived DIS by the simple
EXEC-"ME
O.032(sec)
method).
Here, the simple method
compares
each two
tuples, and extracts an equivalence relation ina Dl/S.
in the execution
of the progi;arn
step5, localrules [1,3,1]
'"[1]from theobjcct 4 and [1,3,1]->l41
from the object
Tab]e4. Conditionsin Four NISs
8 are inconsistent.
They appear in 72 derivedDIS at the
OB
DerivedDJSs
same
time, namely
there are 72 inconsistentderivedDISs.
NISi104
However, any other rule iseither a global-consistentrule
864
or a iocal-corisistent
rule
in all derived DISs. Tliereis
NIS21004
1944
lcss inconsistency
of rules in thiscase. Like this, the new
NIS.,3004
3888
dependency is an important
measure
fordiscussing
the
NIS410004
7776
[t,1,5] [O]
[O,3,1][1]
[1,3,1] [1]
[2,3,i] [1]
[2,1,O]
[1]
---=>

(2,1) from 5
(3,1) froTn4
(3,1) from 4

local-consistent

=>

=>

=

ruleextraction.

Nowl let'sconsider other case that CON!{B} and
DEC={D} in A[ISi,
which isCASE
1 in Section 5. The
followingistheresult ofprograrn step4.
9h step4CRITERrON
1
Number of Derived DISs: 36
Number of Derived Consistent DISs: O
Degree of Censistent
DISs; O.OOO
CRITERION 2
Minimal Degree of Dependency: O.OOO
Maximal Degree of Dependency: O,200
EXEC-"ME : O.190 (sec)
In thiscase, al1derivedDISy are inconsistent.
The maxidegreeofdependency
isO.2.This result shows there

mal

fab]e5.ExecutionTime

in Every Step
(sec)

Step2Step3Step4TotalSimplemethod

NISIO.I270259o.oooO.386
NIS21,4302.397O.1003.927
NIS315.32923.780O.20039.309388.800
NJS456.g76137.147o.7oe194.7238553.600

.

In Table 5, Step 2

and Step 3 take the almost total
time. On the other hand, Step4 takes lesstima.
ln Step3, the program step3 dqpendingupon Algorithm
] is executed, and the search with backtrackingis
necessary
in thisprogram. Therefore,
prolog laiiguageis
erTrployed.
Prologisuseful forproblems solved by search
but itusually takes much execution
time. In
procedures,
exocution
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Stcp4,theprogram steip4 isimplemcntedby C lariguage,
becauscthe search with backtracking
isnot necessary in
Step 4. A ¢ cording to such reasons, it is known that to
obtain all pe-relations
in a IVZS is the most timeconsuming

in the totalprocedure.

step

The simple method
may be usefu1 for small size
IS[ISs,
isnot suitab]e forINLrS
INitthe simple method
wnh
largenumber of derivedDISs 1ikeAUS4.In IVISiand AUS2
in Tlable5, the execution time was O.OOO(sec)for a
derivedDLS, rqspcctiyely. Therefore, the symbol - is
placedinTable5.

Datsbaseswith IncompleteInformation

[9]Sakai,H. and

(1999):
"An

AlgorithiTi
fbr

Finding Equivalence Relatjons from [fables with
Non-deterrninistic
Infbrmation", Proc.RSFDGrC99,

LectureNotes in AI, Springer-Vkrlag,
Vbl.1711,pp.
64-72.

Sakai,H. and
[1O]

"iem
Okuma, A. (2000):
Algerithnfor
Checking Dependencies of Attributes
in A Table
with Non-determmistic
Information: A Reugh Sets
Based Approach",Proc.PRICAI2000, LectureNotes
inAI,Springer-Verlag,
Vbl.1886,pp.219-229.
[11]Graymala-Busse,J. (1997>: New Version of the
Rule InductionSystem LERS", Fundamenta Infor"A

maticae,

11.Concluding Remarks

Okuma, A.

Xk)1.31,pp.27-39.

An oyerview
of a toel for extracting
rules
from
datal)aseswith incomplete inforrnationis presented.
In

databascswith

such

data,itisnot

non-numerical

the fuzzy analysis,

use

the statistieal

to

able

the
the data dependencM
analysis

We relicd on
to extract ru]es. This isalso a way
based on the rough sets theory. Even ifthe information is
not snicg itisable to get some uscfu1 rules, 1ikeglobalconsistent
rules and
]ocal£ onsistent rulcs.
We will not app]y thesepregrams to INLrSs
with
very
1arge size of ebjects, but apply them to IVISs with smal1
size of obiects and largenumber
of derivedDLSg.These
the
hypotheses
will
fi1]
role
efa
pregrams
generatorfrom
MSg, too.
We have examined thecorrectness of the programs
multivariate

by

analysis.

discusseda

and

several

way

IVJSs,
which

programs. Howeveg
toward
combination

gotby

we
we

need

using

*

*

*

nor

random
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